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ABSTRACT
Reinforced concrete slabs in fire have been heavily studied over the last three decades. However, most
experimental and numerical work focuses on long-term uniform exposure to standard fire. Considerably
less effort has been put into investigating the response to localised fires that result in planarly non-uniform
temperature distribution in exposed elements. In this paper, the OpenSees for Fire framework is presented,
verified against benchmark solutions, and validated against experimental tests. The thermal wrapper
developed within OpenSees is then presented and used to apply localised fire exposure to the validated slab
models. It is seen that the deflections produced by the localised fire exposure are less than the standard fire
exposure. It is also shown that by using the damage perimeter from the concrete damage plasticity model
developed for OpenSees it is possible to predict the degree of cracking in the top layer each fire model is
expected to produce.
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INTRODUCTION

The Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (OpenSees) is a powerful open source finite
element framework primarily for seismic loading [1]. Its open source nature gives it a unique extensibility
and reach not enjoyed by other expensive commercial software or in-house propriety codes. This was one
of the crucial reasons why it was chosen to be a research platform for simulating structure interaction with
various fire scenarios such as the post-flashover fires, localised fires, traveling fire scenarios, and
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) results. The behaviour of concrete slabs such as tensile membrane
action has been recognised by previous research when studying the global response of composite floor
systems to fires and especially the progressive collapse mechanism due to fire [2]. Recently, the ability to
model slabs in fire with geometric nonlinearity was added to OpenSees by introducing the geometrically
nonlinear shell element NLDKGQThermal. Material degradation and damage was also incorporated by the
development of a 2D plane stress formulation of the thermo-mechanical Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP)
model for use with the shell elements. In OpenSees, reinforcement could be modelled within the section
abstraction as either a continuous 2-dimensional layer of plane-stress steel material, or as a layer of uniaxial
steel material representing rebars in a particular orientation. This paper introduces the OpenSees approach
for modelling slabs in fire, including temperature calculation, thermo-mechanical materials, section
abstractions, and shell elements. Validation against experimental work from literature is presented for
ambient and high-temperature scenarios. Finally, a demonstrating example regarding the response of slabs
to localised fire behaviour is presented showcasing the ability of this framework to capture the effects of
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moderate fires which is different from the traditional uniform post-flashover fire scenarios. This work
marks an important milestone for the OpenSees for Fire project, and is available for download here, where
researchers and engineers from around the world are free to explore its features and use it for their study
and research.
2

MODELLING ABSTRACTIONS IN OPENSEES FOR FIRE

2.1 Thermal action
OpenSees for Fire is equipped with a capable 3D heat transfer solver [3]. Within the heat transfer
framework, the user specifies a ‘heat transfer entity’ and its mesh parameters, boundary conditions, and
material type. There are predefined families of materials and entities covering the most common types used
in structural engineering such as Hasemi’s model [4]. Likewise, for boundary conditions the user may either
define temperatures, heat flux, or select from a family of fire models including the SFPE localised fire,
natural temperature-time curve, and hydrocarbon curve [5]. For concrete slabs under the most common
standard uniform heating scenarios, one dimensional heat transfer analysis is often sufficient to produce an
accurate temperature history for thermo-mechanical analysis. For localised heating regimens, a series of
one-dimensional heat transfer analysis would likely produce a sufficiently detailed temperature history map
for structural analysis, as was shown in [6]. Three-dimensional heat transfer analysis is often unnecessary
and may be reserved for more complicated thermal exposures such as those experienced in traveling fires.
The results of the heat transfer analysis can then be applied to the structural model over 15 points in a beam
element or 9 points through the depth of a shell element. To represent localised fire exposure in the
structural model, temperatures from the heat transfer analysis are applied over a set of individual nodes. To
facilitate this process for the user, temperature data is only required over three nodes with OpenSees
interpolating the temperature histories and mapping them to all nodes within the radius specified by the
selected nodes via a thermal action wrapper object as shown in Figure 1. The temperature interpolation
performed by the wrapper considers smooth heat flux transition between the central region and the far point
as shown in [7].
ThermalActionWrapper

NodalThermalAction

ShellThermalAction

Figure 1. Thermal action wrapper in OpenSees

2.2 Shell element and section abstraction
Formerly, OpenSees for Fire was only capable of modelling slabs using plate sections with a limited number
of fibres and only using a single material. That approach required at least two shell elements to represent
the reinforcement and concrete layers of a typical steel reinforced concrete slab [8]. Recently, a thermomechanical NLDKGQ shell element was introduced to OpenSees for fire based on the work by Lu et al.
[9], which enables geometric nonlinearity using updated Lagrangian approach. A layered section capable
of representing slab sections with layers to represent the concrete and reinforcement at elevated
temperature. As shown in Figure 2, the ShellNLDKGQThermal shell element has four nodes with six
degrees of freedom and through-depth temperature profile for each node, which are interpolated for the
four Gauss points to obtain section deformation and temperature distribution. Smeared steel reinforcement
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is represented as a plane stress layer using uniaxial steel material oriented with respect to the element local
axis as shown in Figure 2 (b). In a similar way, concrete is modelled as a plane stress layer of multi-axial
Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP) material which was developed by the authors particularly for slabs in
fire as discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2. Abstractions for modelling reinforced concrete slabs in OpenSees for Fire. (a) element definition, (b) layered shell
section definition

2.3 Concrete damage plasticity
Modelling concrete in fire is a difficult task because of the potential for stress reversal, thermal degradation,
and especially the damage. Modelling such phenomena requires balance between computational expense
and accuracy which is exactly what the CDP model provides. CDP was first introduced by Lubliner et al.
[10] and then improved by Lee and Fenves [11] who decoupled the degradation damage from the
elastoplastic state determination. Since then, it has been used successfully for analysing the behaviour of
concrete slabs in fire [12,13]. A plane-stress variation of the CDP based on the return-mapping algorithm
developed by Lee and Fenves [14] has been adopted in this work and uses the yield surface shown in Figure
3. Concrete thermo-mechanical properties based on the provisions of the EN 1992-1-2 [15] are
incorporated with the damage plasticity formulation, with inclusion of load induced thermal strains as
provided by Le et al. [16].

Figure 3. CDP and Drucker-Prager yield surfaces and degradation of CDP yield surface with temperature
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

3.1 Verification of geometric nonlinearity
Geometric nonlinearity is one of the primary complications that arise within nonlinear thermo-mechanical
analysis. High axial forces due to expansion coupled with large deflections result in second order effects
that may dominate the behaviour. These second-order effects are clearly evident in tensile-membrane action
which occurs when a slab reaches a deformation in the same order of its thickness as demonstrated
experimentally by Nguyen and Tan [17]. In this section, the aforementioned developments are verified
against analytical solutions for a benchmark geometrically nonlinear elastic problem. The cantilever shown
in Figure 4 (a) is modelled identically in OpenSees using corotational beam elements and both linear and
nonlinear shell elements. The thin beam is tested for both mechanical loading alone and thermo-mechanical
loading. In the first case, it is only subjected to an edge mechanical load P. In the second, it is also subjected
to a uniform thermal gradient with bottom temperature of 1000 °C and top temperature of 0 °C. The vertical
displacement of both cases is plotted in Figure 4 against the analytical solution and prediction by a beam
element. In both cases, the linear shell elements give poor predictions compared to the nonlinear shell
elements which agree very well with their respective benchmarks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Verification of geometric nonlinearity (a) problem definition, (b) comparison of results

3.2 Validation against experimental results
A series of simply supported full-scale slab specimens were tested in New Zealand under uniform vertical
load and three hour exposure to the ISO 834 standard fire [18]. Specimen D147 from [18] was modelled in
OpenSees and is compared to the observed results and numerical predictions made by other researchers
[13,19]. The slab was simply supported and had a foot print and thickness of 4.3 m × 3.3 m and 100 mm
respectively. It was loaded with a uniform load of 5.4 kN/m2 and then heated from the bottom for three
hours. The concrete had a compressive strength of 37 MPa, and was modelled as having a tensile strength
of 4 MPa and a Young’s modulus of 22.2 GPa. The reinforcement was a mesh of D147 cold formed bars
with a yield strength of 565 MPa and had a 25 mm thick concrete cover. The bars were 8.7 mm in diameter
and were spaced at 300 mm. One dimensional heat transfer analysis produced highly representative
temperatures as shown in Figure 5 (a). The central deflection predictions by OpenSees showed an earlier
‘failure’ than the experiment as marked by the onset of runaway deflection and thus termination of the
analysis. The results compare very well with the experimental observations and other numerical predictions
up to about the termination of the analysis as shown in Figure 5 (b). Slab HD12 from the same experimental
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series had the same dimensions, load, and thermal exposure. The reinforcement, however, had a larger
diameter of 12 mm and was more densely spaced at 200 mm. Moreover, while the rebars in D147 were
cold drawn, those in HD12 were hot rolled and had a yield stress of 468 MPa. The higher reinforcement
ratio, ductility of the HD12 bars as well as the better-property retention of hot rolled steel at high
temperatures contributed to the lower deflection of the slab at the end of the fire loading as shown by both
the experimental results and numerical prediction presented in Figure 6 (a). Figure 6 (b) shows the
predictions for traction vectors across the thickness of slab D147 at around two hours of heating with a
clear compressive ring on the perimeter and a tensile central region as would be expected [20].

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Comparison between experimental results and numerical predictions (a) Temperature, (b) central deflection

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Numerical prediction for (a) deflections of slab HD12, and (b) traction vectors in principal space for slab D147
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MODELLING LOCALISED FIRE

4.1 Fire scenario
To demonstrate OpenSees capabilities in modelling localised fire, two localised fire scenarios were
considered and applied to the validated thermomechanical models for slabs D147 and HD12. The first fire
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scenario was a modified localised fire with a heat release rate of 1.127 MW validated by the localised fire
test with smoke layer [4,21], and the second was a EC1 localised fire but with an increased heat release rate
of 2 MW (no smoke layer modification). Both of these scenarios were run to simulate a 30-minute fire as
would be consistent with short-term localised fires in building structures. The fire scenarios were applied
to a three-dimensional heat transfer model to produce thermal histories for the thermo-mechanical model.
The temperature profile at three points was extracted from the heat transfer model corresponding to a point
at the centre of the slab, half-way to the corner, and the corner point. The temperature profiles were then
applied in the thermo-mechanical model via the thermal action wrapper discussed in section 2.1 which
produced an interpolated three-dimensional temperature distribution to all shell elements within the slab.
The temperature distribution at the bottom of the slab after 30 minutes of heating is shown for each fire
scenario in Figure 7. It is clear from this figure that the 2 MW fire without the smoke layer would produce
a larger zone with the maximum temperature but with more special discrepancy as evident by the cold
edges as seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Layer temperature distribution near the exposed surface after 30 minutes of heating

4.2 Deflection
Thermo-mechanical analysis was performed for both slab D147 and HD12. The central deflection up to 30
minutes of heating is reported in Figure 8 (a) and (b) for specimen D147 and HD12 respectively. The
experimental deflections and the deflections predicted by OpenSees for ISO 834 fire are also shown in the
figure. In all cases, ISO 834 fire produces the highest deflections. This is to be expected because the entire
slab is subjected to elevated temperatures that are significantly higher than the applied localised fires which
heat the slabs less evenly and less severely. It is interesting to see that in this early stage of heating
specimens show very similar levels of deflection for each applied fire scenario. This is because during the
early stages of a fire, thermal expansion is the dominant factor governing deflection and the increments of
temperature near the exposed surfaces in early period of heating are similar. The level of deflection
observed for a 1.127 MW is less than the deflection observed under the 2 MW fire, which also produces
less deflections than the ISO 834 fire at the end of the 30 minutes heating window. Note that the earlier
stage of deflection development is overestimated for the localised fire because the model assumes the fire
immediately reaches its peak heat fluxes as a steady state.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. time-deflection curves for 30 minutes localised fire and standard fire exposure for (a) slab D147, and (b) slab HD12

4.3 Damage
It was mentioned in section 3.2 and shown in Figure 5 (b) that a compressive ring encompassing a tensile
membrane region forms in the specimens by the end of the heating. By plotting the tractions in slab HD12
at the 30 minutes mark for each fire scenario in Figure 9 a clear pattern emerges. The localised fire scenarios
produce less vertical deflection and heat the slab less severely and less evenly, which results in the
emergence of the compression ring in the perimeter of the slab and the beginning of tensile action in the
interior of the slab. As the centre of the slab is still the focal point of the heating, the midpoint is expanding
relative the perimeter which puts it in compression. It is expected that if the localised fire is allowed to burn
for longer, then the slab would go into full tensile membrane action. The pattern presented by the ISO 834
at 30 minutes is close to tensile membrane action even with limited vertical deflection of less than the slab
thickness, which presents with a still-forming compressive ring supporting a developing central tensile
region. The tractions for specimen D147 show the same pattern as those discussed for each fire scenario.
Compression

1.127 MW Fire

2 MW Fire

Tension

ISO 834 Fire

Figure 9. Tractions in slab HD12 after 30 minutes of fire exposure for each different fire scenario

The tensile damage variable Dt is shown for the top layer of slab D147 in Figure 10. The damage variable
in this layer indicates the degree of surface cracking expected with Dt = 1 meaning the concrete is cracked
and Dt = 0 indicating it is still intact. The ISO 834 fire predicts the most severe damage with the corners
and a central strip across the short direction being fully cracked. This is consistent with the restraint
provided to the slab preventing it from moving vertically at the perimeter, and with the longer direction
being more flexible than the shorter direction. Similar damage is seen when the slab is subjected to the 2
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MW localised fire, but to a lesser extent particularly in the middle of the slab. The 1.127 MW fire produces
high tensile damage only in the corners with almost no damage across the short span in middle of the slab.
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Figure 10. Tensile damage parameter Dt in top layer of D147
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CONCLUSIONS

The OpenSees for Fire capabilities for representing concrete slabs under uniform and localised fire were
presented. Validations against analytical solutions of a cantilever beam subject to thermal gradient show
that the shell elements developed capture geometric nonlinearity well in thermo-mechanical analysis.
Further validation against fire tests on slabs has also shown agreeable results. When subjected to two
different intensities of localised fire as measured by their heat release rate, the model also produces the
expected outcomes. Even the more severe localised fire with a heat release rate of 2 MW predicts lower
deflections than an ISO 834 fire after 30 minutes of exposure. The tractions produced by the model show
that the localised fires produce tractions that are approaching tensile membrane action as found in standard
fire tests. By exporting the damage variable Dt from the CDP material in OpenSees it is possible to visualise
potential top-surface cracks. The damage produced by the 1.127 MW fire is concentrated at the corners but
indicating that cracks in the span may not necessarily develop after 30 minutes exposure to this fire. The 2
MW fire and the ISO 834 fire on the other hand produce prominent damage patterns with severe damage
over the corners and across the short span in the middle of the slab. The work presented in this paper is to
demonstrate the modelling of floor slabs in real fire behaviour with the thermo-mechanical model in
OpenSees where the fire is generated as per engineering models (EC1) or CFD fire models representing
real fires including the smoke layer. The fire induced damage patterns of slabs in these localised fire
scenarios provides a more complete estimation of fire impact in addition to the uniform fire exposure
defined by the standard fire curve.
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